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Approved by Ros Whiteley on 01.05.20

Title of Programme/ Name of Regulation
Honour School of Experimental Psychology

Brief note about nature of change: minor amendment to change the deadline for submission of Research Projects and Library Dissertations by two days.

Location of change
In Examination Regulations 2019 http://www.admin.ox.ac.uk/examregs/2019-20/hsofexpepsyc/studentview/

Effective date
For students starting from TT2020 on the Part II of the FHS course onwards.
For first examination from academic year 2020/21

Detail of change

PART II

Whether undertaking the research project, or the research project and the library dissertation, such work will normally be carried out in the Trinity Term and the following Michaelmas Term in the year preceding the Part II examinations.

Candidates will be required to undertake such work under the supervision of one of the following:

(i) any member of the Faculty of Psychological Studies.
(ii) any other person approved by the Divisional Board provided that such approval shall be applied for not later than Friday of fourth week of Michaelmas Full Term in the year preceding the Part II examinations.

The subject of the library dissertation and the research project should not overlap to the extent that they should not draw on substantially the same literature. Candidates are warned that they should avoid repetition in examination papers of material used in the research project or library dissertation and that substantial repetition may be penalised.
All proposed research projects or library dissertations must be approved in advance by the Head of the Department of Experimental Psychology or deputy. The procedures for obtaining this approval will be notified to students by the Head of Department of Experimental Psychology or deputy.

One electronic copy of completed research projects and library dissertations must be uploaded to the Assignments section of the Degrees WebLearn site, not later than noon on **Monday Wednesday** of the ninth week and **Monday Wednesday** of the eleventh week of Hilary Term respectively, in the year of the examination. Each submission must be accompanied by a declaration indicating that it is the candidate's own work and a statement of the number of words in the research project or library dissertation in respect of each research project and library dissertation. Research projects and library dissertations previously submitted for the Honour School of Experimental Psychology may be resubmitted. No research project or library dissertation will be accepted if it has already been submitted wholly or substantially, for another Honour School or degree of this University, or for a degree of any other institution.

**Explanatory Notes**

Amending to later in the week to avoid Bank Holidays and last minute queries going to supervisors over the weekend. The Student Registry has already been using the Wednesday deadline - it was an oversight that this was not updated in Regs previously.